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Frends enterprise integration platform as a service is one of the leading Nordic integration
platforms. Frends eiPaaS is the next generation of integration, automation and
digitalization solution. Truly hybrid, easy to use and affordable, Frends delivers in a fraction
of cost and efforts compared to traditional integration solutions.

Tech overview
All Frends solutions have a built-in version

Frend’s low-code is more than 10 times
more efficient than traditional methods

control system to track changes to your
integrations and manage the life-cycle of
existing integrations. We fully support BPA or
Business Process Automation, which can be
used to create either short or long-running

globally recognised standard

business process automation utilizing the
visual BPMN 2.0 based process modeling
language. Frends’ advanced ready-made
capabilities for ETL integration scenarios can

world class monitoring and API management capabilities

process data in almost any format, including
JSON, XML, CSV, Flat File, Fixed Width, EDI.
plug-and-play connectivity to more than 150
systems: commercial, open source, and custom
connectors, i.e. to CRM, ERP, Accounting, Big Data,
and Analytics systems

Business value

About us

With Frends you will be able to:

Frends is currently owned and developed by HiQ,
though originally Frends was developed as a

Improve security, and use integrations to monitor
and report faults automatically

productized solution in 1988 for the following Finnish Oil

Introduce new services and functionalities much
faster

still Frends customers after 30 years.

Refinery companies: Neste, Shell and Teboil, which are

Reduce operational costs in a long run
Improve internal communications and data
exchange for decision-making
Build Internal Integrations such as between CRM
and your services and products
Build new businesses and partner opportunities
with the help and flexibility of APIs and a low-code
approach
Save costs on legacy systems maintenance and
reduce tech debt

trusted by over 500 customers
30 years of operations in the Nordics
transparent subscription model

